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Rotolabel Invests in ROTOCONTROL
Booklet and Pharmaceutical Inspection
Machines

Sale and installation of machines for the South African printer was managed by ROTOCON.

LINAU, Germany (October 11, 2016) – South African printer Rotolabel recently
invested for pharmaceutical booklet growth with the combined investment of two
ROTOCONTROL machines. Purchased was a BL440 series high-speed booklet machine
combined with an RSP-H series 100% pharmaceutical inspection machine, in addition
to a vision system from AVT. Managing the sale and installation was ROTOCON, the
local agent for ROTOCONTROL and AVT in South Africa.
With operation speed up to 65m/min, the
ROTOCONTROL BL440 series produces booklet labels
with variable scopes and formats, featuring large
diameter idler rollers, a direct web path, and web
widths up to 510 mm. The ROTOCONTROL RSP-H
series is specifically designed for compliance of
demanding security label inspection and finishing
applications. Also included in the sale was an AVT
Helios vision system providing advanced 100%
automatic label inspection and quality assurance.
ROTOCONTROL BL440 series high-speed
booklet machine with
The combination of the three components
Rotolabel operator Peter Sithole
provides Rotolabel an end-to-end solution for
the inspection and finishing of high quality and
competitively priced booklet labels.
Founded in 1982, and acquired by the Bidvest Group in 2008, Rotolabel is a leading
supplier of labelling solutions in southern Africa. Their new booklet and inspection
finishing solution from ROTOCONTROL and AVT will be primarily used to broaden the
finishing of their pharmaceutical ‘xpandalabelTM’ booklet labels in their Johannesburg
factory where 100% compliance is mandatory.
-more-
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Khorommbi Nelwamondo, general manager of
Rotolabel comments: “After an evaluation of our
business and market, it was evident that investing in
growing our pharmaceutical offering, specifically our
xpandalabelTM line of booklet labels was advantageous.
ROTOCON presented the ROTOCONTROL
pharmaceutical booklet finishing capabilities with the
integration of the AVT inspection system as a valuable
combination. With this solution now fully operational,
we have a powerful pharmaceutical offering for the
growing demand of the South Africa market, and are
fully supported locally by ROTOCON through their
expanded new location in Johannesburg.”

ROTOCONTROL RSP pharmaceutical
inspection machine with
Rotolabel operator Anton Williams

Contact:
Rotolabel: www.rotolabel.co.za
AVT: www.avt-inc.com
ROTOCON: www.rotocon.co.za
About ROTOCONTROL GmbH
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label
inspection, slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed
labels, for converters in the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL
offers machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models
with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo technology enabling maximum web
control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
Headquartered in Linau (near Hamburg, Germany), ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility
with a focus on operator safety and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice
in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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